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 SOMETHING LIGHT

 SOMETHING TO READ

 KINDNESS IS CONTAGIOUS

 SOMETHING FOR
 YOURSELF

REMOTE SCOUTING

Introducing The Dump - an online archive of 
Scouting books. There are some fantastic books 
on practical skills, leadership, history and so on. 
www.thedump.scoutscan.com

Start with Chapter 7 of The Patrol Leaders’ 
Handbook: The Patrol in Camp. It’s not just for 
PLs and it has lots of humorous  tips for camping.
PATROL LEADERS' HANDBOOK

Remember  these texts were written a long time ago. Consequently, 
they may use some terms or express sentiments which were current 
at the time, regardless of what we may think of them at the beginning 
of the 21st century. For reasons of historical accuracy they have 
been preserved in their original form.

So many of you have taken up running or 
cycling for your DofE Physical, and I hope 
the rest of you are taking some sort of 
exercise as well!

It can get pretty boring pounding the same 
old streets, so make a project of covering 
all your local streets, using citystrides.com

It’s a cool little website that amalgamates 
all the data from Strava/ Mapmyrun/ 
Runkeeper etc into one map showing you 
everywhere you have covered. 

Make sure you join the Unit’s Strava Club 
while you are at it!

Lots of streets have organised a WhatsApp 
group to support those who are isolated or 
vulnerable. 

If your street has done this, drop a text to the 
organiser to see if there is anything you can do 
to help - perhaps there are some items that 
someone needs.

Check out the Banff Mountain Film Festival, 
which has released all of their videos for 
free.

You can watch them here:

Epic Films for the Great Indoors

Enjoy!

If you have any feedback on our virtual meetings, or
suggestions of what we could do in future, please let us know on WhatsApp, Discord or at wildwolfesu@gmail.com!

Don’t slow down! Here are some more 
things for you to do this week.

It’s been great to see all the things you 
have been getting on with
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